PRO/KEY PROGRAM
Keys and key control are integral parts of maintaining building security, whether it’s during construction or due to
changes in occupancy. At Taymor, we work directly with design and development teams to identify the best keying
options for the job. Whether it’s a simple keyed alike system operated by one key, through to a multi-level grand
master keying system for the most complex of applications. We have extensive experience working on large-scale
projects and welcome the opportunity to ensure safe and accurate key control.

KEYING OPTIONS
››
››
››
››
››
››

Keyed Alike (KA)
Keyed Different (KD)
Master Keying (MK)
Grand Master Keying (GMK)
Construction Keying (CK)
Double Knockout Construction Keying (CKRK)

KEYWAY OPTIONS

›› WR5 5-Pin or SC4 6-Pin Keyway
Larger systems may require SC4 keyway

OTHER KEYING OPTIONS

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

›› Combination of Master & Construction Keying
›› Combination of Master & Double Knockout
Construction Keying
›› Combination of Grand Master & Construction Keying
›› Combination of Grand Master & Double Knockout
Construction Keying
›› Customer Specific Keying Available

›› Custom logo keys
›› Custom escutcheon etching
›› Custom key stamping and cylinder marking
Minimum quantities and lead times apply.
Please contact Taymor for details.
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PRO/KEY PROGRAM

KEYING OPTIONS
KEYED ALIKE (KA) systems are a perfect solution for

KEYED DIFFERENT (KD) systems are common in

single-family homes where homeowners may want

multi-family buildings where each suite opens with a

one key to open multiple locks; for example, the front

unique key.

entrance and the back door.
MASTER KEYING (MK) systems are common in multifamily, commercial and institutional buildings where
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OWNER

multiple levels of building access are required. Individual
suites each have a unique key and the master key permits
access to all suites for maintenance, and management
staff as well as first responders.

MASTER

GRAND MASTER KEYING (GMK) allows the owner or strata responsible for multiple buildings to have
one grand master key that operates all locks. Individual suites have a unique key while each building
has a master key that permits access to all areas—or to targeted areas—for tenants, maintenance,
and management staff as well as first responders.
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CONSTRUCTION KEYING (CK) allows the contractor of a project full access during the
construction period. Once the owner’s key is inserted, operation by the initial construction key
is permanently disabled.
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DOUBLE KNOCKOUT CONSTRUCTION KEYING (CKRK) adds a realtor key between the construction
key and the owner key, which essentially allows a real estate professional to get temporary access
until final handover to the buyer occurs. Once the owner’s key is inserted, operation by the realtor
key is permanently disabled.
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